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almost wholly in the ocean, and
comparatively few people cross it.
For convenience the actual Inter-
national Date Line is a little zig-
zag, as shown in A33, for the Fiji
and Chatham Islands prefer to have
the same day as New Zealand,
while the Aleutian Islands wish to
be like the rest of Alaska. .When-
ever a ship crosses this line it adjusts
its time, that is, drops the next day
of the calendar if bound westward
or adds a day, usually called
Meridian Day, if bound eastward.
Perhaps the only unhappy result of
this arrangement is to the child
whose birthday or Christmas falls
on a lost day.
The Tides
There is an old saying that
"time and tide wait for no man."
Although the people who first said
this may not have known it, the
tides and our methods of measuring
time both arise from the same con-
dition, namely the rotation of the
earth on its axis. At the seashore
the tides give rise to some of the
most interesting experiences. At
low tide great stretches of oozy mud
flats invite barefooted clam diggers
to wander over them with short-
handled pitchforks. Elsewhere acres
upon acres of sea grass growing in
salt marshes lie flat on the ground;
broad sandy beaches are strewn
with stranded bits of seaweed,
broken shells, and translucent,
daintily tinted jellyfish; on more
rugged coasts the rocks are carpeted
with brownish seaweed. In the coves
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A—The International Date Line.
many of the smaller boats lie keeled

